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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining me for today’s Proven Practices Webinar on 7 KEY DATABASE METRICSI’m Debbie Merlino, President of Agency Services



Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is so much effort around a CAMPAIGN -- selecting a theme/package, determining the timing, the number of hits, the audience segmentation, the offer, getting approvals… It can be easy to get hyper-focused on what’s happening campaign by campaign.  In addition, campaigns have clear beginning and end dates -- and revenue expectations.  So it’s easy to report on results. But when we focus ONLY at the campaign level, and don’t pick our head’s up – its like getting stuck in the weeds.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only when you look at the 7 KEY DATABASE METRICS can you see the WHOLE picture.(Just like this aerial image of a maze wishing the Today Show’s Al Roker a happy birthday)



 Read test results

 Determine if campaign 
goals were achieved

 Identify opportunity for 
incremental
improvement in next 
campaign

 Understand the health 
of the donor file –
irrespective of 
channel/technique

 Foundation for 
determining a strategy, 
so you can then 
determine which tactics
to implement in 
upcoming campaigns

Campaign Results Database Metrics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDEDuring today’s webinar we’ll review 7 Key Database Metrics & how to calculate them. I’ll share why they’re important, and how you can use them to make smart decisions as you make plans for the future.



Overall Under $1,000

Year to Year Revenue Comparison

4.3% 4.7%

Revenue from donors that have a highest 
previous contribution (HPC) of $1,000 or 
more is shown in green and revenue from 
donors that have a HPC under $1,000 is 
shown in grey.

FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18
$1K+ HPC $1,108,387 $1,124,881 $1,105,819 $1,230,051 $1,213,630
Under $1K $15,953,227 $16,152,842 $16,403,823 $17,196,358 $18,010,919
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Metric #1:  Year to Year Revenue ComparisonThis is one of the most basic key metrics.  And one I expect everyone is already looking at.How much gross revenue did you generate in each of the last 5 years?According to Blackbaud’s 2019 Charitable Giving Report	Organizations with $10million+ revenue saw a decrease of 0.7% in 2019	$1 - $10million orgs     up 3.2%	< $1million orgs           up 2.2%How has your organization been trending and how do you compare to these benchmarks?This simple metric really got people’s attention when their fledgling Sustainer programs starting taking off in big numbers.  Suddenly a new member who would have given a 1x gift of $60 in a FYE drive was making perhaps 2 Sustainer payments of $5, resulting in $10 in giving for the fiscal year, rather than $60.  You have enough of those and you get your CFO’s attention!  (Which is why its important to also understand Donor Retention, which we’ll talk about in a little bit)If you’re not already doing so, you will want to break out “membership” or “annual fund giving” from Major Donor giving.    Strengths and weaknesses in a program can hide behind those big gifts.



Donor File Growth
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Presentation Notes
Key Metric #2:  Donor File GrowthDonor file growth is calculated by taking the number of new donors, and adding it to the number of reactivated donors (in this example 6,193 + 10,122 = 16,315), then subtracting the number of lapsed donors (18,828).  This organization, is losing more donors than they’re gaining.  They’re upside down by 2,513 donors.It’s important to remember that this is taking all channels/techniques into account.  So this represents new donors via direct mail, digital lead generation, pledge, events… all activities.Before copying/pasting your acquisition investment into next year’s budget, its important to understand this metric. How many new and how many reactivated donors do you need to keep your donor count stable?  To grow? Have those targets in mind first, then refer back to your past campaign results to figure out what level of activity/investment you’ll need to make in the coming fiscal year.



Test increasing the 
average gift

Improving Response 
Rate in:
 New Donor acquisition

 Lapsed Recapture

 Renewals

Don’t Consider

Applying the right tactic
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Don’t miss-apply a tactic.If you’re losing more donors than you’re gaining … READ SLIDEAlso… consider taking these actions ACROSS CHANNELS – this is not a DM strategy, this is not a Digital strategy – it’s a FUNDRAISING STRATEGY



Overall Retention 

Donor Retention
Lifecycle Retention

Retention by Donor Value*
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Lifecycle FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18
Multi-Year 89% 87% 88% 88% 90%

Second-Year 73% 70% 68% 67% 69%
Win-Back 67% 65% 62% 65% 65%
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24%<$10 1,072 1,201

$10-$24 8,416 7,913

$25-$49 11,890 12,446

$50-$99 35,272 35,644

$100-$999 74,091 76,193

$1,000+ 1,114 1,221

FY17 FY18

*Annual Cumulative Giving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Metric #3:  Donor RetentionI’m sure that as your Sustainer programs have grown, you’ve seen an increase in your OVERALL donor retention rate.  But that’s just the first cut of the data.  There is value by looking at donor retention by Lifecycle and Donor Value.Donor Retention by Lifecycle:Looking at retention of 2nd year donors provides insight as to once you acquire a new donor can you keep them.  Looking at trending data for this key metric could also identify any unusual environmental factors that you’ll want to adjust for in future budgeting.  	How will the current health crisis and these uncertain times effect your fundraising 	both in this year and in years to come?For example, if you are a food bank and you’re experiencing an increase in new donors as people come together and support you financially to make sure that your community has access to food you may find that in the coming year many of those new donors fall off your file faster than in years past, as they were motivated by this unprecedented situation.It’s also helpful to understand the retention rate of by lifecycle and by Donor Value so you can make decisions about where to invest financial resources.  You can use a report like this to see at what giving levels you have a significant number of donors.  While its true that the retention rate for the $10 - $24 donors is declining, making improvements at the $100-$999 level and even the $50 - $99 level is where this organization should be focusing their efforts, because that’s where a majority are giving.    You can’t do everything.  So a report like this will help you focus your effort.  Know where to pay attention.



Gift Frequency  &  Average Gift

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Metric #4 is Gift Frequency and #5 is Average Gift.Typically these are looked at in tandem, as they often have an inverse correlation, as in this example.As the gift frequency INCREASES the average gift size DECREASES.The most obvious example of this is with Sustainers.  Someone who was a $60 member/donor and made an additional 1x gift of $35– has a gift frequency of 2 and an average gift of $47.50.  But if that $60 gift was a $5/month sustaining gift and they still made an additional 1x gift of $35, that same person now has a gift frequency of 13 and an average gift of $7.30.  Organizations who were looking at trending data when Sustainers first started taking off saw these reversals in their files.But these two metrics have an impact BEYOND Sustainers.  



Average 1st Gift
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In addition to the overall average gift you can also look at the average first gift which can be a way to get a sense of the QUALITY of new donors.
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Donor Value

# of Donors:
Total Revenue:

14,662
$4,223,421

 

Calculation:
5 Year Total Revenue generated by class / 
number of donors in class 5 years ago
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Key Metric #6 is Donor Value – sometimes called lifetime valueUse this metric to establish your investment tolerance in new donor acquisition (cost to acquire)If your cost to acquire a new donor is $55, in this instance the donors you acquired in FY14 paid for themselves in the first year!  Knowing that I would have made the decision to INCREASE my investment in new donor acquisition in the subsequent year.



Qty Total 
Cost

# 
Gifts

Gross 
Rev 

% Resp Net Rev Net 
Cost to 
Acquire

35,586 $28,788 480 $19,548 1.35% ($9,240) ($19.25)

Cost to Acquire
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Key Metric #7:  Cost to AcquireIt’s important to understand your cost to acquire a new donor.This can be calculated by campaign, by package, by channel… Similarly you can also calculate your cost to re-acquire (reactivate) a lapsed donorUnderstanding this important metric will help you adequately budget for this activity in the next fiscal year



Bonus Metric:   Revenue by Month
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BONUS:  Key Metric #8 – Revenue / % Revenue by MonthAccording to Blackbaud 2019 Charitable Giving Report, on average 18% of organization’s total revenue comes in December as a result of CYE giving.If you’re not seeing significant spikes in December, this indicates an opportunity to do more fundraising, particularly digital with Giving Tuesday + Calendar Year End.



1.  How had year-on-year revenue been trending for the past 
four years, and where are you expected to end this fiscal 
year?

2. Have you acquired/renewed fewer donors this year?  What 
impact will that have on revenue in the coming fiscal year?

3.  What is your cost to acquire/retain a donor?  Use this 
metric to project the necessary investment for next year’s 
activities.  And based on Lifetime Value, project when these 
new donors will likely pay for themselves.

What does the next fiscal year hold?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ THIS INTRO FIRST (then slides)The uncertainty that we’ve all been living in this year will have an impact on your fundraising not just in the current fiscal year, but in the next one as well.Understanding these 7 Key Database Metrics will allow you to see the “big picture” view of what’s happening on your donorbase so you can better project and plan for the year ahead.



4. Are certain segments of your file experiencing 
uncharacteristic declines in donor retention?  Does that 
segment account for a large number of donors?  Revenue?  
What actions will you take to try and turn the tide?

5. Have you seen changes in gift frequency and/or the size of 
the average gift?  What tests can you implement in future 
campaigns to address any changes?

6.  Do you have plans to take advantage of Giving Tuesday 
and Calendar Year End?

What does the next fiscal year hold?
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Presentation Notes
Only by calculating and understanding these 7 key metrics can you build a sound strategy for your fundraising program.



Key Database Metrics
1. Year to Year Revenue Comparison
2. Donor File Growth 
3. Donor Retention
4. Gift Frequency
5. Average Gift
6. Donor Value
7. Cost to Acquire
8. Revenue by Month



Thank you!

Debbie Merlino
President, Agency Services
dmerlino@allegiancefundraising.com

AllegianceFundraising.com
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RICH TO WRAP UP



Contact Us

sales@allegiancefundraising.com

844-858-7654

allegiancefundraising.com
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